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ABSTRACT 

The present study is concemed with the turbulent flow around bluff bodies. The 

unsteady form of the Navier-Stc^es equations( the Reynolds averaged equiations) are 

approximated by finite volume equaion, and the resulting non-linear coiq)led algebraic 

equations are solved by the SIMPLE algoritfariL The standard K - e two equation model is 

errq>loyed. 

The objedtve of the tiiis research is to study the effea of inlying various boundary 

conditions on the solution of the two-dimensional flow field. The studies are conduaed on 

two bluff bodies, the VW 2000 generic car model and flow around a building. 

The time averaged, Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically by a finite-volume 

method and applied to study flow around two-dimensional bluff bodies. The finite volume 

equations are formulated in strong conservative form on a general, non-orthogonal grid 

system. The resulting equations are then solved by an implicit, time marching, pressure-

correction based algorithm. The steady state solution is obtained by taking sufficient time 

steps until the flow field remains unchanged with time. Numerical predictions are obtained 

with the standard k-e turbulence model for the steady state, turbulent flow problem. The k-

e model was able to predict the major, experimentally observed flow characteristics 

including the small separation bubble near the rear end of the body selected for the steady 

state test case. The aerodynamic properties like coefficient of pressure and drag coefficient 

follow the acceptable trends and limits reported in eariier research. 
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NOMENCXATURE 

A Frontal area 

a Finite difference coefficients 

b Source term 

C D Drag coefficient 

CL lift coefficient 

Cp Pressure coefficient 

D Drag force 

Fj Discretized convection across constant -^ lines. 

F2 Discretized convection across constant - r\ lines. 

G ̂  ^,G22^Q3 3 Discretized metric coefficients. 

gii,g22,g33 Differential metric coefficients. 

Gp Convection across constant -^ line in differential form 

G« Convection across constant - Tj line in differential form. 

J Jacobianofthe inverse coordinate. 

k Turbulent kinetic energy 

L Lift force 

p' Pressure correction. 

p Pressure. 

Pe Pedet number 

Po Free stream pressure 

pf Pressure on the fixmt face 

Pb Pressure on the back face 

pl Pressure on the lower face 
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Pu Pressure on the uppti face 

Rey Reynolds number 

t Time in seconds 

U,V Velocity projections along tiie I,- and T̂ - grid directions. 

u,v Cartesian vdocity components. 

*4»^ 'ŷ 'y-n Differential geometric quantities 

e Turbulent energy dissipation 

<|> General dependent variable. 

|Xt Turbulent eddy viscosity. 

H^i Laminar viscosity. 

|Xeff Combined laminar and turbulent viscosity. 

^,T| Curvilinear coordinate system. 

Ĝ . Turbulent Prandtl number for turbulent kinetic energy. 

Gg Turbulent Prandtl number for turbulent energy dissipation. 

6xe,5xr| Discretized geometric quantities 

p Density. 

r Diffusivity. 

Subscripts 

e,w,n,s East,west,north and south faces of a control volume. 

E, W,N,S East.west^iorth, and south neighbors of the grid point P 

P Pertaining to tfie grid point P. 

^ Pertaining to the variable ̂ . 



CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCmON 

1.1 Importance of rompitatipnal Methods 

Computational methods to solve differential equations have gained in irr^rtance widi 

the developnient of high speed digital computers. Problems which would have been very 

prohibitive to solve by the computaional methods both in terms of con ĵuter resources and 

time just a few years ago are now feasible to sove numerically with very little cost and in a 

few seconds of con^uter time. Numerical solution of flow patterns around obstacles is fast 

becoming an important complement if not a total substitute to experimental studies in wind 

tunnels and tow tanks. The main advantage of numerical methods is the continuous 

mapping of the flow field around the object is possible. But it is not possible in 

experimental studies, because it is impossible to have enough sensors to record the entire 

flow field in a continuous manner without affecting the flow characteristics significantly. 

Another advantage of numerical simulation is that the time taken, and the cost incurred 

to analyze the whole configuration, is much less compared to the time and manpower 

required to design, build and test a wind turmel model for the same purpose. Numerical 

simulations at present cannot completely replace the experimental solutions, as a physical 

solution is required to test for the accuracy of the predictions by computaional methods. 

But once the accuracy of the simulation is established the method can be used to test the 

variaticHis of the test model easily. 

Recent advances of con^taional speed and storage csqjadty of computers have made 

it possible to simulate numerically complex flow fields. These corr^utaional techniques are 

largely appMtd in aerodynamic problems like simulation of air flow around airplanes, 

automobiles, the flow field inside an automobile for the design of air-conditioning system, 

and the acoustics of the automobile, etc. The field of Conq>utational Fluid Dynamics is 



also extensively used in wind engineering applications like, flow around multi-storied 

buildings, mobile homes, domed roof structures, weather predictions, etc. 

Simulations are only limited by our physical understanding and tiie models used for 

turbulence and the boundary conditions en^loyed. Other limitations mi^t occur from the 

numerical nKxleling. The numerical discretization of a model must be as accurate as the 

mathematical model and the mesh scaling characteristics of the generated grid must allow 

for the resolution of correct physics. 

1.2 Objectives of tfie Studv 

The primary objective of this work is to study the different boundary conditions that 

can be applied to a flow field, to reduce the size of the grid required for the complete 

solution of the flow field, thereby reducing the memory requirements, and possibly 

increase the computational speed. 

The Radflo two-dimensional finite difference code is used with three boundary 

conditions on the top surface, namely symmetry plane, panel boundary, and pressure 

boundary. 

For the first test case of VW 2000 generic car model, the code is run with a full grid 

(145 X 67) with the top boundary condition as a symmetry plane. For panel boundary, the 

Panel method is used to obtain the velocity field at the top boundary and this velocity field 

is used to obtain the fluxes.at the boundary. A grid size of (145 X 54) is used for this 

case. In the Pressure boundary case, the flux on the top grid node is adjusted to be equal to 

the flux at the preceding node and the flow field is solved. 

The second test case selected was a two dimensional rrK>del of a building with an 

aspect ratio of 3. Tliis nKxiel has a sirr5)ler geometry and die model is suited for a better 

parametric studies. The grid sizes was 62 X 42 for symmery palne and Pressure boundary 

and 62 X32 for Panel boundary. 



CHAPTER 2 

NUMERICAL MEraOD 

The subsequent discussion covers the equatons to be solved for the current study, its 

numerical formulation, the theory of turbulence and turbulence modeling and a listing of the 

algorithm used to solve the flow field. The finite difference code RADFLO developed by 

Dr. S. Parameswaran, enq>loys the standard K - e model of Launder and Spalding (5) and 

SIMPLE alagorithm of Patankar and Spalding (9). 

2.1 Grid Generation 

Body fitted grid generation has been extensively used in the numerical solution of 

partial differential equations on arbitrarily shaped computational domain. These body fitted 

grids are effective in eliminating the problem of boundary sh2q>es in finite difference 

methods and have made it possible to implement any finite difference or finite element 

algorithms in a rectangular conq>utational domain regardless of the shape of the actual 

region of interest. 

These body fitted grids are generated by a trans-finite algebraic mapping technique, 

see Thonq)Son (11). The computational domain is divided into regions, and a grid is 

generated for each region, which is then merged with the neighboring regions to obtain the 

complete grid for the con^utational domain. A | - T] curvilinear coordinate system is used 

to generate the grids, i.e., eadi grid line has a definite ^ or 77 value. The ^ and rj lines 

are, in general, not orthogonal, but can be expressed in terms of orthogonal, (Cartesian 

coordinates as 

»? = Vix.y). 



In this study ix>n-uniform grid is used vviiereby a grid can be concentrated in the 

regions of steep flow gradients and other regions of interest, thereby improving the 

accuracy of tfie solution and of the observations. 

2.2 The Finite Difference Method 

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved in the unsteady, incompressible, viscous form 

to obtain the solution to the flow field. The 2-D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 

are ell^tic equations and can be written in Cartesian coordinates as follows: 

Continuity: 

^u ^v _ 
^x ^y 

(2.2) 

Momentum: 

x-momentum 

fc.|K).|,^.,. dp d 
dx dx 

d 
M^ 

du du^ 

(2.3) 

y-momentum 

&,|M*|(pV)- dy dx ^^-# dy dx^ \ 

d (2.4) 



Where Heff, the effective viscosity is the sum of the molecular and turbulent viscosities 

^eff=M't + m. (2.5) 

Due to tiie con^lexity of the Navier-Stokes equations, no analytic soluton to these 

equations exist Only numerical solution is possible to the N-S equations except for some 

sinq>le cases. The first stq> in tiie numerical solution is tiie discretization of the governing 

equations. In the present case finite volume ^>proach is used, wherein the entire flow field 

is divided into a number of discrete control volumes, and the flow variables stored at each 

control volume arc assumed to be uniform inside the control volume. These discretized 

equations are essentially algebraic equations that relate the quantities at a grid point to that 

of the neighboring grid points. This relation is shown in the figure showing a typical 

control volume surrounding a node 'P' and its neighboring nodes "N, S, E and W. In 

general, the discretized form of the equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be expressed as: 

ap0p = aE0E + aw0W + aN0N + as0s + b, (2.6) 

where 

a = finite difference coefficients at the locations indicated by the subscripts, 

b = source term, 

0 = dependent variable which can denote any physical quantity like pressure, 

temperature, velocity, turbulence kinetic energy, etc. 

The source term b accounts for any terms which do not conform readily to the above 

format upon discretizadcm of the differential equation. One example of a source term is the 

pressure gradient term in the discretized momentum equations. 

The finite difference coefficients are calculated by adopting the hybrid differencing 

scheme developed by Spalding (9). The hybrid scheme is a combination of die central 

difference scheme and the iq)wind differencing scheme and overcomes the shortcomings of 

these two schemes. The hybrid differencing scheme can be reduced to either of the two 



above schemes depending upon a dimensionless parameter called Teclet number' which 

can be defined as 

p^U^AX (2.7) 

For a Peclet number range of -2< Pe ̂  2, the hybrid scheme is identical to the central 

difference scheme, and outside this range it reduces to the upwind scheme in which the 

diffusion is set to zero. The hybrid scheme is also referred to as a tiiree line ^jproximation 

curve to tiie exact solution, as shown in Fig. 2.3. 

The finite difference coefficients for the hybrid scheme are expressed in a general form 

as 

^. = [[Fe,0,De-f]]. 
(2.8) 

The symbol [[ ]] stands for the largest of the quantities contained within it. The above 

formula is valid for arbitrary location of the interfaces between the grid points and is not 

limited to midway interfaces. 

The finite difference algorithm enployed in this work uses a non-staggered grid 

systertL In the present study, the control volume faces are created first, then the grid rKxie 

is placed at the geometric center of the control volume. The dependent variables like 

pressure and velocities are stored at the cell centers, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The problem of 

pressure oscillations associated with a non-staggered grid, see Patankar (9), is overcome 

by storing the velodty projections at the ceU faces as shown in Fig. 2.6. The velocity 

projections are solved explicitly using the nK>mentum equations. 



2.3 Turbulence and Turbulence Modeling 

Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition of flow in which the various physical 

properties show a random variation with time and space coordinates, so that statistically 

distina average values can be discerned. Turbulence is generated by friction forces at 

fixed walls or by the flow of layers of fluids with different velocities past or over one 

another. 

Turbulent flow past bluff bodies is an irr^rtant class of flow problems. But the 

numerical solution to this class of problems is extremely difficult due to conq)lex 

geometries, and the lack of standard turbulence models to simulate the complex turbulent 

stmcture that exists within the body-wake. 

Turbulence originates as an instability in laminar flow when the Reynolds number 

becomes too large. Even though the Navier-Stokes equation j^lies equally well to a 

turbulent flow as to the laminar case, no general solution to the full Navier-Stokes equation 

is available. Consequently no general solution to the turbulent flows is available. If direct 

simulation is enqjloyed, it would require a numerical algorithm to solve a grid size of the 

order of 10 .̂ 

Hence in the present smdy, to predict turbulence, an empirical method of solving the 

Navier-Stokes equation is adopted. Since the solution to the instantaneous turbulence is 

practically inqwssible, turbulence is modeled based on the mean properties of Reynolds 

averaged equations. The instantaneous flow quantity, 0, is caressed as a fluctuating 

quantity, 0', siq)erin[q>osed on the mean flow quantity, 0, such that: 

^ = f + 0 (2.9) 

where 



.ro+r_ 
i = ̂  = hm^j '^dr 

The overbar denotes averaging. 

The disadvantage of time averaging is that it generates additional terms. For instance, 

the time averaging of nK>mentum equations give rise to the Reynolds stress term, Vj. The 

î rpearance of extra unknowns like the Reynolds stress is known as the dosure problem of 

turbulence. The closure of the additional term is attempted by developing a modd for the 

additional unknown. Thus, a model of turbulence means a set of equations which, when 

solved with the mean flow equations, allows a corr̂ )lete calculation of the correlations and 

so simulates the behavior of real fluids. 

2.3.1 The Standard k-e Model of Turbulence 

The RADFLO code used for this study employs the standard k-e model, also known 

as a two-equation turbulence model, to predict the turbulent flows. This model 

characterizes turbulent flow by two quantities - the kinetic energy of turbulence, k, and the 

dissipation rate of turbulence energy, e. 

In the present work, the eddy viscosity, m»is calculated with the aid of the k-e model 

of turbulence. In this model, the turbulent viscosity is determined from the turbulence 

kinetic energy k and its dissq)ation rate e according to: 

m = pCnk2/e. (2.10) 

The model is corrqx>sed of two equations, one for k and the other for e as described 

below: 

The k-equation: 

M^|.(p^)4(pvit)=i-fit|*l4[-|l^«-p^- (2.11) 

8 



The e-equation: 

f.|(p«.).|(pv.) 

where. 

d 
dx *i + Ucfi-pe) (2.12) 

G = fi, <IJ^<II -M (2.13) 

The empirical constants were assigned their usual values, i.e., 

[Cl , C2 , Cji, Ok ,ae ] = [1.44, 1.92, 0.09, 1, 1.22] . 

2.4 Boundary Conditions 

No-slq) boundary conditions are imposed along the walls and the gradients along the 

stream wise direction are set to zero for all the variables at the exit boundary. At the 

symmetry plane, the velocity conqx)nent v and the gradients normal to the plane of 

symmetry are set to zero. In case of pressure boundary, the net flux at the top grid point 

(nj) is adjusted to be equal to tiie grid node (nj-1) preceding it At the inlet, a uniform 

velocity profile with û o = 30 m/s, v̂ e = 0 is specified together with the free stream 

turbulent quantities k and e given by: 

k«, = 0.01Uoo (l%ofthe free stream kinetic energy), (2.14a) 

Eoo = p C»koo / (100 Hi) (diss^tion rate which would create an eddy 

viscosity equivalent to 100 times the laminar viscosity). (2.14b) 



Near the wall, the logarithmic wall functions are used to provide the near-wall 

boundary conditions for the momentum and turbulence transport equations as described by 

Launder and Spalding (5). The effect of pressure gradients on the wall function formulation 

is ignored in the present study. 

2.5 Governing Equations in a General Coordinate Svstem 

The differential equations (2.2),(2.3),(2.4),(2.11) and (2.12) have to be expressed in 

a general, non-orthogonal coordinate system so that the boundary conditions at the desired 

locations could be easily implemented. If <|> denotes a general scalar variable, the 

differential equation for the conservation of <{> in a general ^-T| coordinate system can be 

expressed as follows 

i|(^,).i|(o,,)4|.(a,,) 
1 d 

J^ d^\ Jdt] Jd^ 

Jd^[j^ dr]. 

Where, 
G^ = py^u - px^v. 

dx^ (dy 

1 d 
Jdn 

^ nd^ 
J dn_ 

J^ d^ 
+ 5. 

A 

x.x^+yiyr)> 
«22 _ -,2 , „2 

(2.15) 

10 



The cross derivative terms d/9^ (d/Br\) which ^>pear in equation (10) are due to grid 

non-orthogotiality; u and v are the vdocity corrqx>nents in the x and y directions of the 

original coordinate system; T^ and S^ are the associated diffusivity and source function 

for the variable ^. 

2.6. Method of C ômputation 

2.6.1 General Discretized Equation 

The method of solution is of the finite-volume variety, in which numerical solutions to 

the transport equation of the preceding section are obtained by dividing the solution domain 

into a finite number of discrete volumes or cells and determining the numerical values of the 

dependent variables at the centers of these cells. If the problem has a steady state solution, 

then it is obtained by taking sufficient time steps until the solution remains unchanged. If 

the flow is transient, then enough time steps are taken to show that the solution keeps 

changing with time. For temporal discretization, a time linearized, in^lidt scheme is 

selected so that large time steps could be taken without causing numerical instability as 

described by Issa (4). Spatially, the standard upwind differencing scheme described in the 

work of Spalding (9) is employed to treat the convective terms, while the diffusive terms 

are approximated by the central differencing scheme. 

A typical control volume that surrounds a node P and its neighboring nodes N, S, E 

and W are shown in Fig.2.2. Equation (2.15) is integrated over the control volume for the 

node P to yield the following finite volume equation for ^: 

11 



p*VOLP* (»r'-»;) 
Af 

<£l(^"'-^"0-(£](r-r) 
VOL 

+5^ * VOLP (2.16) 

where. 

G" 

G^ 

c 

¥i and F2 are tiie convective fluxes across the east and the north cell faces; 

G" =iAyf,HH' 

VOL = Volume of a general cell, 

=<l)r^ifF;^o, 
= <!);*'if F^'^O. 

In equation (2.16), the quantities ^^ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ ,4̂ °"*'̂  are calculated according 

to the upwind differencing scheme. The superscrq>ts n arKi n+1 refer to the old and the new 

time levds. The subscrq>t, in general, refers to the location in the physical plane. Since the 

12 



equation (2.15) is linearized in time, the convective terms in equation (2.16) are linear, ie., 

Fi and F2 are kept in tiie old time level. In the present woik, the fluxes Fj and F2 are 

calculated in a rK)vel way so that the well-known pressure oscillation associated with the 

non-staggered grid system is eliminated. Essentially, this woik is an extension of the earlier 

investigatian of Parameswaran (5). 

The success of any numerical method to solve incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 

depends on how the pressure is calculated. In die present study, a modified version of the 

SIMPLE algorithm is used to obtain the pressure fidd. 

2.6.2 Pressure-Correction Equation 

For incompressible flows, there is no separate equation for pressiue. The pressure has 

to be obtained from the continuity and momentum equations. Convections across the cell 

faces must be known to formulate the continuity equation. One obvious way is to 

interpolate from the nodal values, but this may cause pressure oscillation as explained by 

Patankar (8). In order to overcome this pressure problem, Rhie and Chow employed a 

pressure interpolation method to confute the cell face velocities. In the present work, a 

more rigorous q^proach is taken. As described in the study of Parameswaran (6), velocity 

projections along the coordinate directions are corr^uted directly from tibe momentum 

balance at the cell faces. No pressure oscillation is reported in this method. 

A provisional velocity field, described by u and v , is obtained from tiie equation 

(2.16) with the existing pressure field (pressure field at the previous time step) as follows: 

13 



where, 

AUp( u* ) and AVp( v*) contains all tiie terms due to convection and diffusion except 

pressure terms and the unsteady term in equation (2.16). 

The vdocity projections I / / and V, at the cell faces are conq>uted from momentum 

balance as follows: 

= y2[Au,{u)+Au^{u )]C(?5e ,̂ 

-.^.w(e.-e,.)(p-p;).o.5*p*(^^^^ 

v: 

= Y\AU,{U)^ AU„(U)]COS%,, 

+K[AVp(v*) + AV^(v*)]5me,,, 

where, 

61 e is the angle between PE and the x-axis, 

©2 e is the angle between the east face and the x-axis, 

â  is the area of the east face, 

aQ is the area of the north face. 

In order to con^)ute the fluxes across the ceU faces, a second vdocity projection is 

required at eadi oeU face. Hence Vg and Un are calculated at east and north faces from linear 

interpolation as follows: 

U: = K K +«;)Cc>5e,. +K(v; + v;)5me,,. (2.19) 

14 



The fluxes across the east and north cell faces, F^ ^ and F23, are obtained as follows: 

^ ' (2.20) 
K, - — - — f v * - u^cosVb^ - e.) 1 * fl. 

In general, the convective fluxes Fj^^, Fi^^, F2^, F2^ may not satisfy continuity 

because tfie pressure field is at &e old time level. Therefore, the pressure field must be 

adjusted to eliminate the continuity error. Following approximate relationshq)s between the 

corrected fluxes and the pressure corrections are derived from equations (2.18)-(2.20). 

Po]{pc-Pr) 
A. 

po\{ps-Pr) 
K 

(2.21) 

where. 

( , VOLP*p VOLE*p\ 

( . VOW*p VOLN*p\ , . „ , 

and p' is the pressure correction. 

15 



Assuming that the corrected fluxes satisfy continuity, one can obtain the following 

equation for pressure-correction: 

''̂  Ar Ai A / 

. pal . pal . pa: . pa: 
^^PE^ + PW^ + PN^ + PS^-^^, (2.23) 

4» Ar Ai A 

where. 

For further detail derivation of the above equation see Parameswaran (5). 

2.7 Summary of the Solution Procedure 

The overall solution is similar to that of Issa (10). The following steps are carried out 

at each time step: 

(1) Equation (2.17) is solved to yield the intermediate vdodty field u* and v* . 

(2) The U* and V* fields are calculated from equation (2.18) and the new fluxes Fj 

and F2 are computed. 

(3) The pressure correction equation is assembled and solved to yield a new pressure 

field p*. 

(4) The new pressure field is used in equation (2.17) to obtain a new vdocity field u 

and V**. 

(5) The new velocities u** and v** are used to update the coeffidents AU (u**) and 

AV (v**) and a new U** and V** field is obtained from equation (2.18). 

(6) Fi**, F2** are conqwted from equation (2.20) and the continuity error is 

calculated. 

(7) The pressure correction equation is solved to yield an inq>roved pressure field, p 

*4> 

** 

16 



(8) Steps (4)-(7) are repeated until equation (2.17) and the continuity equation are 

satisfied within the preset tolerance. 

(9) A new tinae step is taken. 

The above procedure is ccmtinued until a steady state solution is reached. 
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Figure 2.1: A Typical Curvilinear Grid 
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Figure 2.2: A Typical Control Volume with Neighbouring Cells. 
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Figure 2.3: The Hybrid Scheme as Compaxcd to the Exact Solution. 
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Figure 2.4: Control Volume for Velodty and Pressure. 
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Cbntrol voluine *s showing the velocity projections U ind V. 

a. control volume for U. 
b. control volume for V« 

Figure 2.5: Control Volume Locations for Velodty Projections. 
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CHAPTER3 

PANEL METHOD 

Many practical flows are closely î yproximated by the assun^tion of irrotaticHial, as 

well as invisdd and incQnq)ressible flow. Consequendy, die governing equations can be 

reduced to the Laploct equation for the velodty potential, 

VV = 0 3.1 

with boundary conditions specifying <|> or d^ldr\ on all boundaries. The external 

flow around a streamlined, isolated body is accurately represented by the above equation. 

Although equation (3.1) can be solved by the finite difference, finite element or 

spectral methods, more efficient methods are available which exploit the possibility of 

superimposing sinple exact solutions of (3.1) in such a way that the boundary conditions 

are satisfied. An additional feature of such a way is that the effective conputational domain 

is the surface of the body rather than the whole region external to the surface (as in finite 

difference method). This produces an economical algorithm and permits complicated body 

sh25)es to be analyzed with relative ease. One such method is the panel method. The 

method is briefly discussed below. 

3.1 Panel Method for Inviscid Incompressible Flow 

In this method the surface of the body is subdivided into a number of contiguous 

panels Fig. 3.1 associated with which are source densities of strength Oj to be determined 

as an intermediate part of the solution process. An individual source pand of density a 

produces a velocity corr^wnent normal to itself of 0.5a a, see Kuethe and Chow (5). 

The distribution of source panels in a uniform stream of velocity U parallel to the x-

axis produces a potential ^(xk,yk) given by 
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•(xk,yk) = U^-^-^^Cjjhirtjdsj (3.2) 

where 

iK 
r^'lix^-xjf+iy^-yjf] ' (3-3) 

mdGjjdsj is the source strength of jth panel. Equation (3.2), with (3.3) satisfies 

(3.1). The source densities GJ to be chosen to satisfy the boundary condition of no flow 

through the body surface. 

The velocity components re given by <j>. In particular, the boundary condition of zero 

normal velocity at the body surface becomes 

d<l> f . 
Vn = — ( j » . y * ) 

1 ^ d ^^'^^ 
(/- sin ot + — y , <̂  f -=r-0^ ^''J)^^J = ̂  

2;r ^ "^ dnk 

where Ok is the slope of the body surfaces at the kth control point. Thus equation 

(14.4) represents a linear relationship between the source densities Oj after the integrals 

have been evaluated. For the particular case k = j , the integral can be evaluated analytically, 

i.e., 

{4-0nrtt)dsk = 7C (3.5) 

for j ^ k the integrals can be evaluated as functions of the nodal points (x^.yt; Xj,yj). 

Equation (3.4) is repeated for each control point producing a linear system of equations 
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A.O = R (3.6) 

where a component of A is 

1 P 
Akj = 0.5S^ + —'{^{\nrki)dsj (3.7) 

2;r'' ^u 
a component of R is 

/2* = t/-sincft (3.8) 

and a is the vector of unknown source densities. The system of linear equations 

(3.6) can be solved direcdy or iteratively, see Fletcher (1). Once the distribution of the 

source densities is determined, the velocity components due to the presence of the body can 

be obtained from 

«(^'^) = T- i^>j7 ^T7 r2^'^ (3.9) 

2 ;r^ Hx-xj) +(y-yy) 

and 

^^^y)=^t^4: T̂7—̂ ^̂ > 
2;rjrf Hx - XJY + (y - yj) 

and the complete velocity field is just q = (l/« + u, v). 
If the velocity components are evaluated at the control points on die body surface the 

surface pressure distribution follows direcdy from die Bemoulli equation 

C, = -.PZJBl_ = i - r x Y (3.10) 

Since the evaluation of (3.4) duplicates much of the evaluation of (3.9 and 3.10) a 

more efficient procedure as recommended by Hess (3) is as follows; 

The contributions to (3.9,3.10) are evaluated to give vjg = (uig,vig), the velocity 

companents induced at control point (j^jk) * » to aunit source density over the jth pand. 

Equations (3.9 and 3.10) are then written as 
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N 

N 

>»1 

(3.11a) 

(3.11b) 

The components Ukj and vtj can be evaluated analytically as 

Wg = ^^ COS Oi - q^^ sin ov , (3.12a) 

Vî  = q^kj cos Oi + *̂; sin ay (3.12b) 

The conqx>nents utj and vjg can be evaluated analytically as 

where 

^ : = i n '*y 
V' 

(3.13a) 

/ 

^;=2tan - 1 
*/ 

^ 

T?*Ay 

« 
V 

2 . „ 2 I A$> 

/ 

(3.13b) 

In the above equation Asj is the length of the jth panel and (^T|) is a local coordinate 

system based on the jth panel. In equations (3.13 ) q^. and q' are the velocity components 

induced at the control point (3 ,̂yk) due to a unit source density over the jth pand, in 

directions normal and tangential to the jth panel, respectively. If n̂^ is the unit normal to the 

kth panel, A|̂  in equation (3.7) is evaluated as 

Alg=nkVk;j. (3.14) 

After equation (3.6) has been solved, the evaluation of equations (3.9 and 3.10) at the 

control points is replaced by equation (3.11). Thus the rdative expensive evaluation of vy 
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is done only once. The other corrq>utationally expensive part of tfiis procedure is the 

evaluation of equation (3.6). 

The solution for 4̂ , given by (3.2) satisfies the governing equation(3.1) exacdy as 

N-^co, The source densities Oj are diosen to satisfy die boundary condition of zero 

normal velocity to the body surface. For locations remote from the body the logarithmic 

function in equation(3.2) ensures the solution reverts to a flow of velocity C/« parallel to the 

X-axis, Le., 

For a given execution time, the panel method produces solutions of significantly 

higher accuracy than finite difference, or fiinite element methods ^plied on a conventional 

grid surrounding the body. The Panel method also has far fewer unknowns (source 

densities) than finite difference nodal unknowns for the same execution time. 
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k control point(x^.y^) 

control points 

U. 

j * " ponel 

Fig 3.1 : Panel Representation of Body Surface 

iH'Yk) = (Unk) 

Fig 3.2 : Panel Based Coordinate System. 
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CHAPTER4 

DETERMINATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC 

CX)EFFICIENTS 

The aerodynamic properties of an object in a flow field describe the pressure 

distribution around die object. These aerodynamic properties come into existence as a 

result of the frictional forces, and hydrodynamic forces acting on the body surface. Any 

body of any arbitrary shape when immersed in a flow field experiences forces and 

moments frY>m the flow. The problem reduces to a two-dimensional case if the body has a 

symmetry about the lift drag axis, i.e., moves direcdy into the stream, then the forces 

acting on the body are just the lift and drag. 

4.1 Drag 

The force on the body along the axis parallel to the free stream is called the drag. The 

drag is essentially a flow loss and must be overcome if the body is to move against the 

stream. 

The total drag is con5)osed of the pressure drag and the viscous drag due to the 

frictional forces. The effea of the viscous drag are neglected in this study and the drag is 

assumed to be entirely due the pressure drag effects. 

C D = CD̂ WCSS + CD.VISC-

The drag cefficient is calculated by die following formula: 

C D = — 7 -
qo»A 
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Where ôo is defined as 

^oo = - p C / . o . 

The drag is a function of the body Reynolds number, which is given by 

Rey = . 
V 

The pressure drag reduces with increase in body length. However, there will be a 

corresponding increase in frictional drag 

4.2 Lift 

Lift is a force which acts on an imersed object normal to the relative motion between 

the fluid and the body. The lift is calculated by the following formula. 

C L = — -
qooA 

4.3 Pressure Coefficient 

The pressure coeficient is a dimensionless parameter which is a measure of the total 

pressure force acting on die body at any particlar point on die objert. The preseure 

coefficient is determined by die following formula. 

^ _ ip-Poo) 

-pC/oo 
2 
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CHAPTER5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 The Generic Car Model 

The VW Auto 2000 generic car modd is sdected as die first case since the two-

dimensional experimental results are available from Volkswagen AG. The car model has a 

smooth underbody (no ̂ wdieels) and curved fast back which is ideal for the testing of 

turbulence model. The Reynolds number based on the car length is equal to 3 million. The 

corrq>utational domain around the car is iQustrated in Fig. 5.1. 

5.1.1 Results for the Symmetry Plane Boundary Condition 

The grid independent results have been achieved with a 145x67 grid. This was the 

grid size selected for the case of the symmetry boundary. As mentioned earlier the 

con^utational domain is divided into 5 regions as shown in Fig. 5.2. The cells in region 5 

which are inside the car body are represented by shadow cells and are not active in the 

actual solution process. The inlet boundary is placed two body lengths upstream and the 

exit boundary is also two body lengths downstream. The top boundary is 2.086 times the 

body length, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The velocity vectors aroimd the car body are shown in 

Fig. 5.3 and the blow up version of the flow field in front of the car and around the 

backlight of the car and the wake region is presented in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 respectively. 

It is evident that the flow sq)aration on the backlight and the counter-rotating vortices in the 

wake have been clearly identified from the calculation. The computed length of the wake 

closure was smaller con^ared to the experimental measurements. This is a well-known 

drawback, Le., under prediction of the recirculation region associated widi the standard k-e 

model. 
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5.1.2 Results for the Panel Boundary Condition 

In this case, the flux at the top grid node (ij) is calculated using the velocity 

components uij and vij. These velocities are calculated using die panel method as described 

inChapttiS. 

A reduced grid (145 X 54) is used for diis case. The top boundary is placed at 1.086 

times the body length. The computed vdocity field is in agreement widi the previous two 

cases. However, the aerodynamic coefficients Q> and Cd only show a moderate 

agreement The objective of the panel boundary is to reduce the grid size required for the 

solution procedure. The limiting factor in this case is that the solution diverges when the 

boundary is brought too close to the object. This is because of the curvature effects which 

come into play because of the complicated s l u ^ of the object chosen. 

The velocity vectors around the car body are shown in Fig. 5.6 and the blow up 

version of the flow field in front of the car and around the backlight of the car and the wake 

region is presented in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 respectively. 

5.1.3 Results for the Pressure Boundary Condition 

The computational domain for this case is the same as the symmetry plane boundary 

condition. The velocity vectors for this case are shown in Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 

5.11 There is not any significant difference in the flow field calculated for this case as the 

exit boundaries are situated far off from the obstacle. The pressure boundary calculates the 

flux on die top boundary grid point (nj) from its preceding grid point (nj-1). In this case, 

die flux through the top boundary is very small hence the flow field remains essentially the 

same. However, the predicted drag coefficient is sligjidy more accurate than die symmetry 

plane condition. The pressure coefficient is essentially die same for bodi tiiese cases. 

The comparison of experimental and computed surface pressure is illustrated in Fig. 

5.12. The major characteristics of the pressure curve such as the stagnation peaks and 
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suction peaks have been identified by die conqjutation. TTie difference in die magnitodc of 

pressure near die cowl and die backlight can be attributed to a certain extent to die fact diat 

die pressure transducers for the e^)erimental case were located on die surface of die car 

while the grid points for the calculation of the pressure are at the cell center surrounding die 

car. 

This also explains the difference in the pressure calculated by the panel boundary 

using reduced grid as there is a slight difference in the grids employed for die two cases. 

The Drag coefficient Cd for these different cases is tabulated in Table 5.1 

5.2 The Building Model 

5.2.1 Results for the Symmetry Plane Boundary Condition 

A uniform grid of size 62 X 42 is chosen for this case as shown in Fig. 5.13. The 

uniform grid simplifies the solution procedure and allows the flow field to be solved quite 

accurately with a smaller grid size. Also because of the simple body configuration the CPU 

time required for the solution to converge is less. The velocity field around the building is 

shown in Fig. 5.14. And the blow up of the velocity vectors are shown in Fig 5.15 and 

Fig 5.16. The symmetry plane captures the velocity field correcdy but the aerodynamic 

coeffidents show a marked difference from the expected values 

5.2.2 Results for the Pressure Boundary Ondition 

Two different grid sizes of 62 X 42 and 82 X 62 were selected for this case. The 

velocity field is shown in Fig. 5.17, Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19. As is seen in these figures, 

if the top boundary is brought nearer, a strong wake is predicted in front of the building 

and die wake behind the model is over predicted. This problem can be overcome by 

selecting a larger conqwtational domairL The overprediction of the wakes in the pressure 

boundary can be attributed to the mediod of calculating the flux dirough the top cell is taken 
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to be equal to the preceding cell. This creates a strong suction on the top boundary, which 

is propagated to the other cells. 

5.2.3 Results for the Panel Boundary Condition 

A grid size of 62 X32 was selected for this case the top boundary was placed at a 

hei^t equal to the length of the building. The predicted velodty field for this case is 

shown in Fig. 5.20, Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.22,,. It is seen that the flow field is predicted 

quite accurately even widi the smaller grid size sdected. The aerodynamic coefficients are 

also of the same magnitude as predicted by the symmetry plane boundary condition. 

The graph of pressure coefficient versus, the distance along the body is shown in Fig. 

5.23. The Drag coefficients for die different grid configurations and boundary conditions is 

tabulated in Table 5.2. 
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GEOMETRY 
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Fig 5.1: Grid Configuration around the Cai 
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BOUNDARIES 

BOUNDARIES' 

Fig 5.2: Typical Regions Used in Generating the Mesh 
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Fig 5.3: Velocity Vectors around the Car (Symmetry Plane) 
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Fig 5.4: Velocity Vectors in Front of the Car (Symmetry Plane) 
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Fig 5.5: Velocity Veaors in die Wake of die Car (Symmetry Plane) 
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Fig 5.6: Velocity Vectors around the Car (Panel Boundary) 
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Fig 5.7: Velodty Vectors in Front of the Car (Panel Boundary) 
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Fig 5.8: Velocity Veaors in the Wake of the Car (Panel Boundary) 
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Fig 5.9: Velocity Veaors around die Car (Pressure Boundary) 
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Fig 5.10: Velocity Veaors in Front of the Car (Pressure Boundary) 
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Fig 5.11: Velocity Veaors in the Wake of the Car (Pressure Boundary) 
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Fig 5.12: Pressure Coefficient along the Length of the Car 
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Fig 5.13 Grid Configuration around the Building 
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Fig 5.14: Velocity Veaors around the Building (Symmetry Plane) 
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Fig 5.15: Velocity Veaors in Front of the Building (Symmetry Plane) 
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Fig 5.16: Velocity Veaors in the Wake of the Building (Symmetry Plane) 
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Fig 5.17: Velocity Veaors Around the Building (Pressure Boundary ) 
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Fig 5.18: Velocity Veaors in Front of die Building (Pressure Boundary ) 
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Fig 5.19: Velodty Vectors in die Wake of die Building (Pressure Boundary ) 
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Fig 5.20: Velocity Veaors around die Building (Panel Boundary ) 
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Fig 5.21: Vdocity Veaors in Front of the Building (Panel Boundary ) 
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Fig 5.22: Velocity Veaors in die Wake of die Building (Panel Boundary) 
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Fig. 5.23: Pressure (Coefficient along the Length of the Building 
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Table 5.1: Predicted Drag Coefficient of VW2000 Car 

Boundary Condition 

Pressure Boundary 

Symmetry Plane 

Panel Boundary 

Drag Coefficient 

0.150 

0.115 

0.130 

Table 5.2: Predicted Drag Coefficient of Building Model 

1 Boundary Condition 

Pressure Boundary 

Symmetry Plane 

Panel Boundary 

Drag Coefficient 

0.860 

1.134 

1.237 
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. CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS 

A naodified versicMi of the SIMPLE algorithm under the frame work of non-staggered, 

body-fitted coordinate system has been devdoped and q>plied to steady time accurate flows 

around two-dimensional bluff bodies. For this case, the standard k-e model was selected 

to model the turbulence. The results from the confutation indicate that the standard k-e 

model can actually provide good results for the pressure induced flow separation. 

However, the wake closure and reattachment length for the geometry induced separation 

were under prediaed. Since this phenomena is often observed in the computations with the 

standard k-e model, it is time to look for a higher order (Reynolds Stress) model for 

recirculating flows. 

The results for the VW2000 model c^tured the expected vdocity field and the 

aerodynamic coefficients showed a moderate agreement widi the experimental calculations. 

Even though diere is not much difference in the predictions with the diree boundary 

conditions, because of the large grid size required for the convergence of the solution, this 

exercise shows the ability of all three boundary conditions are suitable, even for a 

con^licated flow field. 

The results for the building model shows that the symmetry plane and the panel 

boundary cases can cdptazt die velocity fidd quite accurately with a smaller grid size. But 

die pressure boundary requires a much larger grid to achieve the same results. The 

advantage of using the Pressure boundary is it can predia the aerodynamic coefficients 

better dian the other two methods. 

It is noteworthy to mention that several odier finite volume and finite element based 

Navier-Stokes codes have been employed in the past to simulate the same test case using 

^ standard k-e modd and the results all indicated that die flow remains attached as it 
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passes the rear deck edge. The discrepancy between the predictions and measurements 

were thought to be caused by the inability of the turbulence model, since other researchers 

have also experienced the similar delay of flow sq)aration along curved surfaces as 

reported by Hawking et al. (10). However, the results from die present work reveal that the 

standard k-e rxKxiel can yield reasonable flow sq>aration along a curved surface although 

the extent of the wake region is somewhat under predicted. Therefore, the influence of the 

accuracy of numerical algorithm should be closely examined before making any final 

judgment on die validity of the turbulence model. 

The extension of diis work to fiill 3-diinensional domain has been con^>leted and the 

testing of the code for known problems is currendy underway. 
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